
Katelin Frederick
Front End Developer

Portfolio: katelin-frederick.com

Github: github.com/Katelin-Frederick
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/katelin-frederick

Email: k.frederick94@gmail.com

I thoroughly enjoy creating new things and never shy away from a challenge. Seeing ideas and
concepts come to life is one of my favorite parts of the development process. Working with new
developers and helping them along in their journey is something I enjoy and take a lot of pride in. I
look forward to continuing to grow and develop the skills I already have, as well as learning new ones.

Technologies

❖ HTML5
❖ CSS3 - Tailwind
❖ Javascript/Typescript
❖ React/Next.js
❖ AWS
❖ Serverless Architecture
❖ Git - Bitbucket/Github

Work Experience

Accenture (via JPG Infotech) - 07/2019 - Present
Lead Developer: 2020 - Present:
My role as a Lead Developer consisted of leading development teams to complete enhancement
efforts on existing applications as well as migrating applications to serverless architecture using AWS
resources.. My main responsibilities also included working with and mentoring junior and mid level
developers.

Tasks and Responsibilities:
❖ Facilitated the creation and maintenance of documentation.
❖ Clearly and regularly communicated with management and colleagues from other teams to

solve issues and resolve problems.
❖ Helped interview potential new developers for open roles.
❖ Trained and mentored junior and new developers through pair programming, hosting

developer learning sessions, and creating bi-weekly coding challenges for other developers to
complete.

❖ Created and maintained a Storybook component library for the components used throughout
various applications, increasing component reusability and helping to maintain the look and
feel between applications.

❖ Facilitated and overseen code reviews to help ensure code quality.
❖ Delegated tasks and assigned tickets to other developers.
❖ Liaise with Operations and Maintenance team to create and improve on processes for

maintaining code bases and other resources.

https://www.katelin-frederick.com/
https://github.com/Katelin-Frederick
https://www.linkedin.com/in/katelin-frederick/
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React/Frontend Developer: 2019 - 2020:
My role as a React/Frontend Developer consisted of a focus in JavaScript, React/Next.js, and AWS.
My main responsibilities revolved around implementing new designs for existing applications and
improving application accessibility.

Tasks and Responsibilities:
❖ Produced websites compatible with multiple browsers.
❖ Ensure application meets mobile responsiveness requirements.
❖ Updated websites and applications to meet usability requirements.
❖ Assisted in migrating applications to use AWS and serverless architecture.
❖ Worked in an Agile-driven environment to maintain project timelines and utilize available

resources.
❖ Developed new applications and dashboards as well as maintained existing applications using

JavaScript, React, HTML, CSS, Tailwind, and other technologies, languages, frameworks, and
libraries.

Education

Jackson College: - Asc. Fine Arts: Jackson, Michigan

Certificates

JavaScript Algorithms and Data Structures - freeCodeCamp Certificate
www.freecodecamp.org/certification/abbeydawn/javascript-algorithms-and-data-structures

Responsive Web Design - freeCodeCamp Certificate
www.freecodecamp.org/certification/abbeydawn/responsive-web-design

HTML Fundamentals - SoloLearn Certificate
www.sololearn.com/Certificate/1014-9653179/pdf/

CSS Fundamentals - SoloLearn Certificate
www.sololearn.com/Certificate/1023-9653179/pdf/

JavaScript Tutorial Course - SoloLearn Certificate
www.sololearn.com/Certificate/1024-9653179/pdf/
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